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Abstract

The effects of hydrostatic pressure and temperature have been measured on the velocities of

longitudinal and shear ultrasonic waves propagated in a very dense (96% of theoretical density)

ceramic specimen of YBa2Cu307.,. In YBa2Cu3OT.,ceramics with such a high density the effects

of porosity on the elastic properties should be much reduced. Nevertheless the bulk modulus of

this dense material has the same small magnitude (~55GPa) as that measured ultrasonically in

much less dense YBa2Cu3OT., ceramics. The temperature dependences of the velocities of

longitudinal and shear ultrasonic waves, which have been measured between 10K and 300K,

show the step-like increase at 200K on cooling and a similar decrease at 225K during warming
/0e.,a

with hysteresis in the range 190K to 235K that has previouslyAobserved in less dense ceramics

and tentatively attributed to a phase transformation. The pressure dependences of both mode

velocities for dense YBa2Cu307., ceramic show a pronounced change of slope at a pressure Pc.

For pressures below and above Pc the pressure dependence of ultrasonic velocity is essentially

linear. Above the knee, the enormous pressure dependences of the longitudinal mode velocity

and hence of the bulk modulus persist. The temperature dependences of pressure derivatives of

elastic stiffnesses and bulk modulus have been measured between 250K and 295K. The pressure

Pc at which the kiltk occurs decreases almost linearly with decreasing temperature and

extrapolates to atmospheric pressure at about 220K. This is within the temperature range where

the steep changes in temperature dependence of the ultrasonic velocities occur suggesting that

the anomalous elastic behaviour under pressure at Pc correlates with that observed at about

200-235K at atmospheric pressure. The mean long wavelength acoustic mode Griineisen

parameter 7't has the large value of 11 implying that the vibrational anharmonicity of the long

wavelength acoustic modes is considerable.
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, 1. Introduction

Knowledge of the elastic moduli and their dependences upon hydrostatic pressure for well

characterised low porosity ceramics and monocrystalline high Tc superconducting materials is

still insufficient to provide a firm foundation on which to base an understanding of their elastic

and non-linear acoustic properties. One outstanding problem is that the bulk modulus Bo at

atmospheric pressure obtained from ultrasonic measurements on ceramic samples of

YBa2Cu3OT.x[1-3] (and other related cuprates, including GdBa2Cu_OT.xin both its orthorhombic

and tetragonal forms [4,5], Bi2Sr_Ca_tCu, O4+2,(with n=2 and 3) [6] and Lal.xSr0.2CuO4[3]) is

much smaller than that B r(p) determined [7-12] at very high pressures from x-ray measurements

of lattice parameters in a diamond cell. This difference has been ascribed [1-6] to the large

magnitude of (OB/OP)e--o determined from the effects of hydrostatic pressure on ultrasonic wave

velocity. A recent reanalysis [13] of the high pressure x-ray [7-12] and neutron [14-16] diffraction

data has led to a substantial reduction of Br(p) and a large increase in the value of its pressure

derivative (igB/OP): both trending towards the ultrasonic values and conf'm'rfing the earlier

observation [1,2] of the highly pressure dependent nature of the bulk modulus at moderate

pressures. Hence the question as to whether the true bulk modulus of YBa2Cu3OT._is the smaller

ultrasonic value at atmospheric pressure or the much larger one obtained from high pressure

lattice parameter data has to some extent been resolved in favour of the former. Nevertheless,

in view of the fundamental and technological importance of having a precise knowledge of the

elastic moduli and their pressure derivatives, critical appraisal of the measurement techniques

and their output remains necessary until the experimental problems are satisfactorily resolved:

more work on the elastic behaviour of the high Tcsuperconductors is necessary before the results

of one particular method can be given preference.

As we have emphasised in earlier work, it is not certain whether the strong pressure

dependence of ultrasonic wave velocity, and hence of bulk modulus, is a consequence of



microstructure or if it is an intrinsic property of these cuprates. How much does specimen

i ' microstructure, particularly porosity, microfracture, twinning and grain size, of ceramic

YBa2Cu3Ov.x influence its elastic and mechanical properties? The effects of porosity on the

elastic properties can be taken into account by use of wave scattering theory in a porous medium

[1]; it has been shown that porosity decreases the elastic moduli. The presence of cracks can

also reduce the stiffness of a material [17-20]. To study the problem further, it is useful to

examine material in which the porosity is made as small as possible. Therefore measurements

of temperature and hydrostatic pressure dependences of ultrasonic wave velocities have been

made in a very dense (96% of theoretical density) YBa2Cu3OT.xceramic prepared by a variation

of the usual solid state reaction technique [2 I]. The aim has been to determine the elastic moduli

and their temperature and pressure dependences in YBa2Cu3OT._ceramic with minimized effects

of porosity.

2. Experimental procedures

Phase-pure orthorhombic YBa2Cu3OT.x powder was synthesised by a solid state reaction

procedure during which the ratio of O2 to CO2 was kept higher than 50 [21]. This powder was

cold pressed into pellets which were sintered in O2 at 980°C for three hours. The heating and

cooling rates were 3°C/min, but to obtain high density material no post-sinter oxygenation

annealing was employed so that the specimens contain some tetragonal phase at room

temperature. The critical current density of _t was about 1.0xl03 Acre 2 at 77K in the
,':----I \,

absence of a magnetic field [21], which is about tv_ice that of material made from powders

produced by more conventional processes. The saml_le\- density, determined by Archimedes'

principle using acetone as the floatation liquid, was 6_70kgm 3 which is 95.8% of the X-ray

densit_so its mean porosity n is 0.042. This material is su_.stantially denser than any YBa2Cu307._
ceramic whose ultrasonic velocities have been determined as a function of temperature and

\

pressure; the densest sample previously examined had a porosity of 0.056 [ 1,2]. Microstructural

k
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examination revealed the material to have a fairly uniform distribution of small grains of size
it 6

less than about 30itm.

Pellets were polished lightly to give fiat and parallel faces to about 104 rad. Ultrasonic

pulses were propagated along the direction of pressing and were generated and detected by X-

or Y-cut (for longitudinal and shear waves respectively) quartz transducers bonded to the

specimen using Nonaq in the low temperature experiments. Measurements of the temperature

dependence of ultrasonic wave velocity were made in a closed cycle refrigerator in the

temperature range 10K to 300K. The temperature was changed at a rate about 0.5K/min during

both cooling and warming cycles. Dow resin was used as the bonding material for the high

pressure measurements which were made in the range between 250K and 295K. Hydrostatic

pressures up to 0.15GPa were applied to the samples using a piston-and-cylinder apparatus with

silicone oil as the pressure transmitting medium. Pressure was measured using a pre-calibrated

: manganin resistance gauge. To determine the effects of temperature and pressure on the

ultrasonic wave transit time, a pulse-echo overlap system [22] capable of measuring changes to

1 part in 105 in ultrasonic transit time in these ceramic specimens was used. A transducer

correction [23] was applied to the measured transit time and hence to the ultrasonic wave

velocities. Pressure induced changes in the sample dimensions were taken into account by using

the "natural velocity (W)" technique [24].

3. Ultrasonic wave velocities and elastic stiffnesses

The velocities of longitudinal VLand shear Vs ultrasonic waves propagated in dense YBa2Cu307. x

at 295K are given in table 1. This small-grained polycrystalline ceramic can be treated as an

" isotropic material having two independent elastic stiffness moduli Ct.(= pV2) and It(= pV_). These

elastic stiffness moduli, the adiabatic bulk modulus Bo, the Young's modulus E, the Poisson's

ratio _ and the acoustic Debye temperature 0g have been determined using the velocity data

and specimen density p (table 1). To assess the effects of porosity on the elastic properties,
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corrections for the influence of specimen porosity have been made for the room temperature

t " data using the results of wave scattering theory [1] in a porous medium, the validity of which

has been discussed elsewhere [3]. Comparison between the results obtained on the sample with

those determined for the non-porous matrix (table 1) shows that the effect of a porosity is to

reduce the ultrasonic wave velocity (by about 2%) and hence the elastic stiffness moduli,

including the bulk modulus.

The ultrasonic wave velocities in this dense, comparatively small gained YBa2Cu3OT,x

ceramic sample at room temperature fall within the range of values measured on both

coarse-grained and fine-grained ceramic materials [1,2] and a very large-grained halide

flux-grown specimen [3] (table 2). A theoretical calculation [25] of the elastic stiffness moduli

predicts similar sound wave velocities for polycrystalline YBa2Cu3OT., (table 2). For

single-crystal YBa2Cu3OT., a comparable value for an average longitudinal wave velocity of

4460ms _ was obtained [3] from published data [26]; the single-crystal ultrasonic wave velocity

measurements of Saint-Paul et al [27] are in accord with this. These observations evidence that

the ultrasonic technique measures correct sound wave velocities for the ceramics.

A further test of the validity of the ultrasonic velocity data is provided by a comparison

of the elastic Debye temperature (0_) obtained from ultrasonic wave velocities for the non-porous

matrix with that (0D) determined from specific heat data (which should be independent of

porosity). At low temperatures 0g should be equal to 0t_, For the fine-grained [3] and the dense

YBa2Cu3OT.,the values obtained for 0oa using ultrasonic velocities measured at 10K are 435K

and 450K respectively. These are in good agreement with the limiting 0o of 432K obtained

from specific-heat measurements [28]. Therefore, the velocities measured ultrasonically, and

hence the bulk modulus, are compatible with the low temperature specific heat.

Microcracks are produced in YBa2Cu3OT. x as a result of anisotropic thermal contraction

on cooling the ceramic and also of oxygen uptake; microcracking is more pronounced in material

with larger grains [29-32]. However wain size does not play a significant role in determining



the ultrasonic wave velocities and the elastic stiffness moduli of ceramic YBa2Cu3Ov.xsamples
I, t,

of similar density (table 2). Microcracking does not produce an anomalously low bulk modulus.

'The effects of temperature during both cooling and warming cycles on the longitudinal

_d shear ultrasonic wave velocities are shown in figures 1 and 2. Below about 170K the

ultrasonic velocities show no thermal hysteresis between cooling and warming and can be fitted

by the conventional model of vibrational anharmonicity [33]. The most striking feature is that

both mode velocities show a steep increase at ~ 200K (during cooling) and a steep decrease at

~ 225K (during warming), and a hysteresis loop between about 190K and 235K. The change in

the shear modulus at about 200K is 1.7 times larger than that of the bulk modulus in agreement

with a suggestion [34] that the effect involved may be driven by a shear instability. Similar

features in the ultrasonic velocities have been observed in the same temperature region in less
".

dense YBa2Cu3Ov.x [34-36], orthorhombic GdBa2Cu3Ov.x [37,38], and bismuth cuprates

Bi(Pb)2223 [39,40] and Bi2212 [40]. Anomalous changes in the slope of the temperature

dependence of Young's modulus of single-crystal YBa2Cu307.x have been observed [41] in the

vicinity of 200K (cooling) and 240K (warming) using a low frequency vibrating-reed technique:

this unusual elastic behaviour is frequency independent and not a property of ceramics only.

Pronounced hysteresis has also been found [26] in the temperature dependences of the C_3and

C44modes in single-crystal YBa2Cu3Ov.xshowing that the hysteresis effects are not confined to

ceramic samples. The elastic anomaly in the range between 200K and 240K has been attributed

[34] to an order-disorder phase transition involving the oxygen ions in the copper-oxygen planes.

It has been suggested [34] that the development of the lower temperature phase could be related

to the high Tc superconductivity in YBa2Cu3Ov.x.

4. Hydrostatic pressure dependences of ultrasonic wave velocities and elastic stiffnesses

The effects of hydrostatic pressure on longitudinal and shear ultrasonic wave velocities for dense

YBa2Cu307._, at selected temperatures, are shown in figures 3 and 4 respectively. The



measurements are reproducible and show no hysteresis effects under pressure cycling. The

J ' longitudinal mode velocity is much more pressure dependent than that of the shear mode. The

pressure dependences of both mode velocities show a pronounced change of slope at a pressure

Pc (marked by an arrow). For pressures below and above Pc the pressure dependence of ultrasonic

velocity is reasonably linear. Above the knee, the pressure derivative of the velocity becomes

substantially smaller. One possible explanation of this observation might be that the first effect

of the application of pressure is to close any microcracks, reduce the pore volume somewhat

and increase the adhesion between the grains. However, this interpretation is challenged by the

absence of hysteresis. Furthermore there is a strong temperature dependence of the hydrostatic

pressure derivatives of elastic stiffnesses (see below figures 9 and 10) which is not consistent

with there being a substa_atial contribution from microcrack closure to the anomalously large

pressure dependences of ultrasonic wave velocities and hence of the elastic stiffnesses and bulk

modulus.

The pressure Pc is temperature dependent and decreases almost linearly with decreasing

temperature (figure 5). The straight line extrapolates to atmospheric pressure at about 220K.

Intriguingly this is within the temperature range where the steep changes in temperature
4.

dependence of the ultrasonic velocities occur (figures 1 and 2), suggesting that the anomalous

elastic behaviour with temperature at about 200-235K and that under pressure at Pc might be

related. Thus another possible explanation of the knee observed in velocity versus pressure data

(figures 3 and 4) is that at Pc there is a transition to a new phase having smaller pressure

dependence of ultrasonic wave velocities. The anomalous elastic effect in the temperature

dependence observed at 200K-235K would be shifted up to the room temperature by application

of a pressure of about 0.06GPa.

The pressure dependences of the longitudinal (Ct.) and shear (It) moduli and the bulk

modulus (B) obtained directly from the experimental data collected at 295K and of those

corresponding to the non-porous matrix are plotted in figures 6 to 8. The curves for the



non-porous matrix are shifted upwards with respect to the experimental results: for this

particularly dense YBa2Cu307._ ceramic tile effect of the porosity is to reduce the elastic stiffness

moduli and the bulk modulus, but the presence of pores does not substantially alter their pressure

dependences. It should be noted that the data presented in figures 6 to 8 cannot be used directly

to calculate the pressure derivatives of elastic moduli, since they do not include the correction

required to account for pressure induced changes in sample dimensions.

To obtain the hydrostatic pressure derivatives (_Ct,/_P),.=o, (_kt/_)P)e-o and (_B/_)P)t,=o

in the limit as pressure tends towards zero and those (_)Ct/i)P)e, (,_g/i)P)t, and (_gB/OP),,for

pressures above the knee, the experimental results for the effects of hydrostatic pressure on the

pulse-echo overlap frequency have first been convened to the relative change in natural velocity

d(AW/Wo)/dP in order to account for the pressure induced changes in sample dimensions. The
-,

' results for the pressttre derivatives of the elastic stiffnesses and the bulk modulus are given in

table 3, which also includes the ultrasonic velocities and the elastic rnoduli. The temperature

dependences of these pressure derivatives in the range between 250K and 295K are presented

in figure 9 (in the limit as pressure tends towards zero) and figure 10 (for pressures above the

knee). All the pressure derivatives are anomalously large. Above the knee there is a pronounced

decrease in their values (table 3) emphasising the highly pressure dependent nature of the elastic

stiffnesses, the bulk modulus and their pressure derivatives in YBa2Cu3OT._.

The presence of irregularly shaped pores, grain boundaries, microcracks and intergranular

defects can have substantial effects on the elastic stiffnesses and their pressure dependences.

However, microstructural effects are not the major source of the large values of (OCt.lOP)and
. .

(OB/_P) for YBa2Cu307._: similar values (table 2) have been measured for samples of quite

different density and wide range of grain size which have different patterns of microstructural

defects including the amount and extent of rnicrofracture. Thus a large value of (3Ct./OP) and

hence (OB/OP) seems to be an intrinsic property of YBa2Cu3OT._,as suggested previously [1-3].

Further support for this proposition comes from the measurements of the temperature



dependences of the pressure derivatives of elastic stiffnesses and bulk modulus (table 3, figures

9 and 10). Although the elastic stiffnesses and the bulk modulus increase slightly as the

temperature is decreased from 295K to 250K, the hydrostatic pressure derivatives (act./aP)e _-0

and (aB/aP)e.o increase rapidly while (al.t/aP)e,0 decreases (figure 9). These findings are not

consistent with the possibility that the large (aB/aP)e ..ois due to microcrack closure. The density

and dimensions of microcracks and the force required to close them would not be expected to

change much in this relatively narrow temperature range.

The temperature dependence of (aplaP)e__0 (figure 9(c)) is opposite to that of (ala/aP)e

(figure lO(c)), the former decreases while the latter increases as the temperature is decreased

from 295K to 250K. It is interesting to recall the suggestion [34] that the anomalous elastic

behaviour in the temperature range 200K to 235K (figures 1 and 2) could be driven by shear

instability; the differences between the temperature dependences of the pressure derivatives of

the shear modulus below and above the knee (figures 9(c) and 10(c)) are consistent with this.

5. The bulk modulus of YBa2Cu3OT. x and its hydrostatic pressure derivative

The discrepancy found for YBazCu3OT._between Bo and BT(p) can be resolved by taking the

large contribution from P(aB/aP)e=o to the bulk modulus Br(p) at high pressure into account

[1,3]. Although there is reasonable agreement between B r(p) and the estimated value ofB (I')=Bo

+ P (aB/aP)e=o at pressure P, using the experimental values of Bo and (aB/aP)e=o, uncertainty

remains as to the source of the huge value of (aB/aP)e=o measured ultrasonically. For

orthorhombic YBaeCu3OT._ (with x=0.1) a theoretical calculation [42] of aB/aP has given a

value of 5.0 and estimations [10,12] from high pressure x-ray lattice parameter measurements

lead to values of 2.9 and 5.5.

At the high pressures (>IGPa) involved in the diamond cell experiments the unit cell

volume is substantially reduced: the bulk modulus B r(p) data reported in references [7,10,12]

correspond to values for the material under high compression, which enhances the bulk modulus

10



and reduces _B/_P. Recently, Fietz et al. [13] have reviewed the situationregarding the elastic
J

properties of high Tc superconductors derived from high pressure experiments. They have

compiled the available lattice parameter data from x-ray [7-12] and neutron diffraction [14-16]

investigations under pressure and reanalysed them taking the non-linear pressure dependence

of lattice parameters into account. They now conclude that the compressibility (and therefore

its inverse the bulk modulus) of high Tc superconductors is extremely pressure dependent at

small pressures. The results of their reassessment are: (i) a relatively small bulk modulus,

although it is somewhat larger than that derived from ultrasound experiments, (ii) very large

values of _B/_P: 39 for YBa2Cu4Os,16 for La,.sSr0.2CuO4,64 for (Ndl.xSrx)(Ndl.yC%)CuO4,28

for YBa2Cu3Or..and 47 for YBa2Cu3Or.6,which are now in the ranges of values obtained from

ultrasonic wave velocity measurement under pressure. Since the bulk modulus of high To
t.

. superconductors is very pressure dependent, care must be taken when comparing the bulk

modulus and _B/_P obtained from different techniques performed in different pressure regions:

the x-ray diffraction measurements above 1GPa, neutron diffraction investigations between

i about 0.1GPa and 0.6GPa (in steps of about 0.1GPa), theultrasonic wave velocity measurements

in the pressure range up to 0.15GPa. Although the ultrasonic technique is the most sensitive

way for measurement of the pressure dependence of elastic stiffnesses, it can only be used at

comparatively low pressures and maybe influenced by specimen microstructure. While thebulk

modulus can be derived at much higher pressures using neutron and x-ray diffraction, these

methods are restricted by sensitivity and the difficulty of taking extensive data and hence of

fitting the volume compressibility versus pressure data to theparticular equation of state chosen
• . ,

[43]. As a result there are marked differences between bulk modulus values obtained from the

x-ray method [13].At this stageplacing too much trust in thesuperiority of one particular method

is unhelpful.

11



6. Acoustic mode vibrational anharmonicity of YBa2Cu3OT.x
t 4

The measurements of the pressure derivatives of the elastic constants enable an assessment of

the magnitudes of the anharmonicities associated with the long wavelength acoustic modes. The

experimental observation that the ultrasonic wave velocities are strongly pressure dependent

results in a very large mean long-wavelength acoustic mode Grtineisen parameter 7_tcompared

with the thermal Grtineisen parameter 3p [2,44]. The mean long wavelength acoustic mode

Grtineisen parameter 3et(=l 1) of this very dense YBa2Cu30_.x,obtained using the data above P_,

is as large as that of the less dense material [2,3]. There is now a considerable body of evidence

that microstructural defects are not the prime source of the large pressure dependence of

ultrasonic wave velocities and hence of the large _. It has been shown [45] that the Grtineisen

parameters of isotropic solids can decrease with increasing microcrack density.

The difference between 3el and 3P found for YBa2Cu3OT.xremains unexplained. The

ultrasonic data under pressure indicate a much stronger vibrational anharmonicity of the long

wavelength acoustic phonons than that suggested by the mean anharmonicity summed over the

• entire phonon population. Conf'trmatory evidence of large vibrational anharmonicity ofphonons

in YBa2CusOT.xhas come from other experiments: ultrasonic measurement of the non-linearity

of the longitudinal waves using second harmonic generation [46]; ultrasonic measurements at

low temperatures made [27] on single crystal YBa2CusO7._; high temperature Raman spectra

[47]; x-ray absorption f'me-structure (EXAFS) data [48]. Thus it appears that in YBa2CusOT.x

the vibrational anharmonicity of certain optic and long wavelength acoustic phonons is large.

Certainly it can be anticipated that the pronounced phonon anharmonicity must have a substantial

influence on the individual mode Grtineisen parameters. Large phonon anharmonicities could

be of considerable theoretical importance, as Mtiller [49] has recently stressed in an evaluation

of the remarks of many contributors to the field that in the context of BCS theory anharmonic

motion of ions could generate a large electron-phonon coupling constant _, possibly for

YBa2CusOT.xvia anharmonic coupling of pyramidal apex oxygen O(1) motion along the c-axis

12



direction (see alsoreference [50]). In addition to being responsible for a large anharmonicity of

the corresponding optic modes, such motion would affect the acoustic modes through optic

phonon-acousfic phonon interactions.

7. Conclusions

(i) For denseYBa2Cu3Ov.xceramic the temperature dependences of both longitudinal and

shear wave velocities show a steep increase at 200K (during cooling) and a steep decrease at

225K (during warming) and a well pronounced hysteresis loop in the temperature range between

190K and 235K.

(ii)There is remarkable decrease in the slope of hydrostatic pressure dependences of both

longitudinal and shear wave velocities above a pressure P, which decreases linearly with

decreasing temperature from 295K to 250K and extrapolates to atmospheric pressure at about

220K. There is a correlation between the anomalous elastic behaviour under pressure about P,

and that in the temperature r_ge of 200-235K which has been attributed to a phase transition.

(iii) The bulk modulus (=55GPa) of this particularly dense material at room temperature

and atmospheric pressure has the same small magnitude as that measured ultrasonically in less

dense YBa2Cu3OT.xceramics.

(iv) The pressure derivative of bulk modulus _B/_P is enormous. This feature is now

compatible with that obtained [13] from a reassessment of lattice parameter data from neutron

diffraction measurements in the pressure range up to 0.6GPa. This reinforces the proposition

[1]that a comparatively small bulk modulus and a large _B/_gPare probably intrinsic properties

of YBa2Cu3OT.x.

(v) The vibrational anharmonicity of the long wavelength acoustic phonons is large.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. The temperature dependence of the velocity of longitudinal 5MHz ultrasonic waves

propagated in the dense YBa2Cu307.z ceramic. The crosses refer to data obtained as the

temperature was reduced and the squares as it was increased.

Figure 2. The temperature dependence of the velocity of shear 5MHz ultrasonic waves

propagated in the dense YBa2Cu3Ov.z ceramic. The crosses refer to data obtained as the

temperature was reduced and the squares as it was increased.

Figure 3. The hydrostatic pressure dependences of the velocities of longitudinal 5MHz ultrasonic

waves propagated in the dense YBa2Cu3OT. x ceramic at selected temperatures: (a) 294.1K, (b)

273.1K, (c) 262.8K, (d) 253.1K. The crosses correspond to velocity measurements made with

increasing pressure and the squares to data obtained as the pressure was decreased.

Figure 4. The hydrostatic pressure dependences of the velocities of shear 101VlHzultrasonic

waves propagated the in the dense YBa2Cu3OT._ceramic at selected temperatures: (a) 295.8K,

(b) 283.1K, (c) 278.7K, (d) 253.1K. The crosses correspond to velocity measurements made

with increasing pressure and the squares to data obtained as the pressure was decreased.

Figure 5. The temperature dependence of the pressure P, at which the anomalous elastic

behaviour has been observed in the pressure dependence of the shear wave velocity (figure 4).

The temperature dependence of Pc extrapolates linearly to atmospheric pressure about 220K

which is within the range in which the step occurs in the temperature dependence of the velocity

of longitudinal (figure 1) and shear (figure 2) ultrasonic waves.
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Figure 6. The hydrostatic pressure dependences at 295K of the longitudinal stiffness modulus

CLfor the dense sample of YBa2Cu3OT._(lower curve) and the non-porous matrix (upper curve).

Correction for porosity shifts the curve up but has little effect on the pressure gradients.

Figure 7. The hydrostatic pressure dependences at 295K of the shear stiffness modulus g for

the dense sample of YBa2Cu3OT., (lower curve) and the non-porous matrix (upper curve).

Correction for porosity shifts the curve up but has little effect on the pressure gradients.

Figure 8. The hydrostatic pressure dependences at 295K of the bulk modulus B for the dense

sample of YBazCu3OT., (lower curve) and the non-porous matrix (upper curve). Correction for

porosity shifts the curve up but has little effect on the pressure gradients.

Figure 9. The temperature dependences of the hydrostatic pressure derivatives of the elastic

stiffnesses and the bulk modulus in the low pressure limit (as the pressure tends towards zero)

for the dense YBa2Cu307._ ceramic.

Figure 10. The temperature dependences of the hydrostatic pressure derivatives of the elastic

stiffnesses and the bulk modulus for the dense YBa_Cu307._ ceramic. These pressure derivatives

denoted by (OCt,/3P),,, (3lal_P),, and (_gBlOP)I, correspond to data obtained above the pressure

Pc at which the change in slope of the pressure dependence of the ultrasonic wave velocity

occurs (see figures 3 and 4).
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Table 1. The ultrasonic wave velocities and elastic moduli of YBa2Cu3Ov.xat 295K and
atmospheric pressure. The raw experimental data for the ceramic sample (porosity n=0.042)

' • are given in the first column. Data for the non-porous matrix obtained by applying the wave
scattering theory [1] in a porous medium are given in the second column.

aw n-porous matrixI L "f ,, ' "11 ' 111 ........ ' Hill II I I 11'11 '

Ultrasonic wave velocity (m/s)
i, i i , ,,. illl ,, ill i,, , ,. i . ................

Longitudinal VL 4283 4370
IIII I I I IIIIIIIIIII I In IIII I I II

Shear Vs 2717 2775
I i li ii ............. i .......

Density p (kg/m 3) 6070 6338
i t IIII IIBi R lii i m It i ill Illillll

Longitudinal modulus Cr.(GPa) 111.3 121

Shear modulus p. (GPa) 44.8 48.8
i li I II i i illl il lilil i i in ill i

Bulk modulus Bo (GPa) 51.6 56k
,,,.. ,.,., ,,,. , ,ll u ,,,,. ,, , , n. i ,, ,

-. Young's modulus E (GPa) 104 113

, Poisson ratio c 0.163 0.162
p,, i, i ,,,m.i ,i __ .,. ,,,.m, , ., i • , i ,H ,

• Debye Temperature eo (K) 370 382



i I i

Table 2. Comparison between the ultrasonic wave velocities, the elastic stiffness moduli and their hydrostatic pressure derivatives of ceramic
samples and very large grained halide-flux-grown material of YBa2Cu3OT._at room temperature. These data are not corrected for porosity.
Results obtained from a theoretical study [25] are also included.

Description _ Ceramic Ceramic Ceramic Polycrystalline
flux grown) (course grained) (small grained) (fine grained) (calculated data)

[3] [2] [present studyl [11 [251

Mean grain size 1-3 mm 50 gm 30 gm 10 I.tm -

Density (kg/m 3) 5720 5985 6070 5200 6367

Longitudinal wave velocity 4354 4537 4283 .4067 4179
(m/s)
Shear wave velocity (m/s) - 2893 2717_ 2507 2578

_ (GPa) 108 123 111.3 86 111.2

I IX(GPa) - 50.1 44.8 32.7 42.32

__._._._

Bo (GPa) - 56.4 51.6 42.4 54.78
40 145 142 69 -

(OCL/OP)e=o

- 28 40 14 -
i (OWOp)v=°

I 108 88 50 -
(_B/_e)e=o



Table 3. The ultrasonic wave velocities, the elastic stiffnesses and their hydrostatic pressure derivatives of dense, small grained YBa2Cu3OT.Iat

selected temperatures. The pressure derivatives denoted by (OCLii)P)p,(Og/OP)e and (OB/OP)p correspond to data obtained above the pressure Pc
at which the change in the slope of the pressure dependence of the ultrasonic wave velocity occurs (see figures 3 and 4).

i ' i " 1

T (K)" '295 ..... 283 ' ' 279 n [ 273 '" ?-68 263 258 " 253i , , , '"'

VL(m]s) 4283 4290 4295 4300 4309 4318 4322 4333

Vs(m/s) 2717 2726 2733 2736 2736 2744 2751 2755

! CL(GPa) 111.3 111.7 112.0 112.2 112.7 113.2 113.4 114.0
, ,, ,

!: g (GPa) 44.8 45.1 45.3 45.4 45.4 45.7 45.9 46.9
, , ....

Bo(GPa) 51.6 51.6 51.5 51.7 52.1 52.2 52.2 52.5

i E (GPa) 104.2 104.8 105.2 105.4 105.6 106.2 106.5 107.0
i ,, ,, , , '"" ' ' ""'

t_ 0.163 0.161 0.160 0.160 0.162 0.161 0.159 0.160
1 ...............

(OCLIOP)p=o 142 146 148 150 154 158 161 165

(OHIOP)p=o 40.3 37.1 35.7 36.1 36.1 33.7 29.4 25.5

(OB/OP)p.=o 88.6 . 96.7 100.. 102 106 113 121. 131

(OCL/_P)I, 67.6 72.5 74.4 75.8 77.6 77.9 78.9 80
,, , ,, , ,

(_la/()P)e 15.6 15.8 15.9 16.6 17.2 17.7 18.2 18.8
u

(_)B/_)P)I, 46.8 51.4 53 53.7 54.6 54.2 54.5 55
........ _ - -,_' - -. , .............. , , i L,u , i ....
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